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Abstract-We introduce one-way LOCC protocols for quantum 
state merging for compound sources, which have asymptotically 
optimal entanglement as well as classical communication resource 
costs. For the arbitrarily varying quantum source (AVQS) model, 
we determine the one-way entanglement distillation capacity, 
where we utilize the robustification and elimination techniques, 
well-known from classical as well as quantum channel coding 
under assumption of arbitrarily varying noise. Investigating 
quantum state merging for AVQS, we demonstrate by example, 
that the usual robustification procedure leads to suboptimal 
resource costs in this case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

COlmnunication tasks on two-party quantum sources have 
been investigated with extensive results. Especially protocols 
restricted to local operations and classical communication 
(LOCC) and potential use of pure entanglement as commu
nication resource are of special interest for quantum commu
nication as well as entanglement theory. 
Quantum state merging and entanglement distillation, two 
prominent instances within this paradigm, are considered in 
this work. For the asymptotic scenario, where large block
lengths are considered, optimal resource cost results for i.i.d. 
quantum sources with perfectly known bipartite density matrix 

P AB have been determined in [10] for entanglement distillation 
and in [11] for quantum state merging. Generalizations of 
these results to the compound source model, where the source 
describing density matrix is not perfectly known, but only 
identified as a member of a set X of states, were partly given 
in [7]. While the optimal asymptotic entanglement cost of one
way state merging for compound sources was determined in 
[7], the classical side communication cost of the protocols 
introduced there was suboptimal in general. The present work 
contributes protocols which are optimal regarding the entan
glement as well as classical cost. 
We mention here, that it seems tractable, to combine tech
niques from [7] with one-shot results for quantum state 
merging given in [6] to establish optimal universal protocols 
for quantum state merging of compound sources also in the 
regime of finite blocklengths. 
From the cOlmnunication perspective, it is highly desirable, to 
consider these protocols under more general source scenarios. 
In this work, we consider the AVQS source model, where 
the source density matrix is allowed to vary from output to 
output in an arbitrary manner over a set X of possible states. 

This source model might imagined as result of a powerful 
communication attack, where an adversarial party is allowed 
to choose any state from X for each output of the source, 
forcing the communication parties to perform protocols which 
simultaneously work well for each possible output sequence. 
Communication settings with arbitrarily varying channels 
(AVCs) and sources were first investigated in classical Shan
non theory, where the famous robustification and elimination 
techniques introduced by Ahlswede [1], [2] were demonstrated 
to be useful. Considering message transmission under the 
average error criterion, the mentioned techniques allow to 
derive asymptotically errorless coding schemes for a given 
AVC from coding schemes with exponentially decreasing error 
for a certain compound channel. Concerning channel coding 
scenarios assuming arbitrarily varying quantum channels, cod
ing theorems were shown in e.g. in [5], [4]. 
In this work, we utilize the robustification and elimination 
techniques to determine the optimal entanglement rates for 
one-way entanglement distillation, and therefore generalize 
results from [10] and [7] to the AVQS scenario. We also 
consider quantum state merging for AVQS, and demonstrate, 
that the robustification approach to the arbitrarily varying 
setting is of limited usage in this case. We give an example, 
which shows, that actually, better (i.e. lower) entanglement, 
as well as classical communication rates are possible, than 
delivered by the robustification-based approach. 
Due to space limitations in this paper, we restrict ourselves 
to brief proof sketches of the results. The full arguments and 
further explanations can be gathered in [8] accompanying this 
work. 

II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 

All Hilbert spaces appearing in this work are considered to 
be finite dimensional complex vector spaces. In our notation 
£(H) is the set of linear maps and S(H) the set of states 
(density matrices) on a Hilbert space H, while we denote 
the set of quantum channels (i.e. completely positive (cp) and 
trace preserving maps) from £(H) to £(K) by C(H, K) and 
the set of trace-nonincreasing cp maps by C+(H, K) for two 
Hilbert spaces H, K. Regarding states on multiparty systems, 
we freely make use of the following convention for a system 
consisting of some parties X, Y, Z, for instance, we denote 
Hxyz := Hx (>9 Hy (>9 Hz, and denote the marginals by 
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the letters assigned to subsystems, i.e. CJxz := tr1iy (CJ) for 

CJ E S(Hxyz) and so on. For a bipartite pure state I1/!) (1/!1 
on a Hilbert space Hxy, we denote its Schmidt rank (i.e. 
number of nonzero coefficients in the Schmidt representation 
of 1/!) by sr(1/!). We use the definition F(a , b) := 11y'av'blli 
for matrices a, b � 0 (F is the quantum fidelity in case that 
a, b are density matrices). 
The von Neumann entropy is denoted SU. The usual no
tation for entropic quantities extended here to indicate state 
dependency, we write J(X; Y, p) (Ie (X)Y, p), S(XIY, p)) 
for the quantum mutual information (coherent information, 
conditional entropy) of a bipartite state P shared by parties 
X and Y. The protocols we consider are build from one-way 
LOCC channels, which we define concisely in the following 
(see also the appendix of [7] and references therein). 
A quantum instrument T on a Hilbert space H is given 
by a set {7k}f=1 c C+(H, K) of trace non-increasing cp 
maps, such that 'Lf=l 7k is a channel. With bipartite Hilbert 
spaces HAB and KAB, a channel N E C(HAB, KAB) is an 
A -7 B (one-way) LOCC channel, if it is a combination 
of an instrument {7k}f=1 C C+(HA' KA) and a family 
{Rdf=l C C(HB, KB) of channels in the sense, that it can 
be written in the form 

K 

N(a) = 2:)7k 0 Rk)(a) (a E £(HAB))' (1) 
k=l 

The number of different messages which A has to send to B 
within the application of N is K (interchanging parties gives 
the definition of B -7 A LOCC channels). 
We denote the set of classical probability distributions on a 
set S by '13(S). The I-fold cartesian product of S will be 
denoted Sl and sl := (Sl, ... , st) is the notation for elements 
of Sl. For a natural number n, the shortcut [n] is used to 
abbreviate the set {I, ... , n}. For a set A we denote the convex 
hull of A by conv(A) and its boundary by 8A. By 61, we 
denote the group of permutations on I elements, in this way 
CJ(sl) = (sa(1) , ... , sa(l)) for each sl = (Sl, ... , st) E Sl and 
permutation CJ E 61. For any two nonempty sets X, X' of 
states on a Hilbert space H, the Hausdorff distance between 
X and X' (induced by the trace norm II· Ill) is defined by 

dH(X,X') 

:=max { sup inf IICJ-CJ'111, sup inf IICJ-CJ'111} ' aEX a'EX' a'EX' aEX 

III. BASIC DEFINITIONS 

Let X = {ps} sES be a set of states on a Hilbert space 
H. The (memoryless) compound source generated by X is 
given by the family {{p�ILES}IEN of states. The arbitrarily 
varying source (AVQS) generated by X is given by the family 
{{PSi L'ES' hEN, with shortcut definitions 

PSi := PSI 0 ... 0 PSI 
We identify compound and AVQ sources with their generating 
sets and write the compound source X and the AVQS X. 

A quantum channel M is called an (l, kl, DI)-A -7 B merging 
for states on HAB [11] if it is an A -7 B one-way LOCC 

M : £(K&,AB 0H�k) -7 £(Ki,AB 0H�!B)' 

with DI summands as in defined in (1), where HB' � HA 
is a Hilbert space under control of B, and K�B 0' K�B 1 
are bipartite Hilbert spaces of systems shared by A and B. 
These spaces are reserved to carry input and output maximally 
entangled states ¢b and ¢i, which we assume to have maximal 
Schmidt rank, such that 

dimK� 0 dimKk 0 sr(¢b) 
kl := dimK�:l dimKk,l sr(¢i}' 

holds. Given a state P on H�k, and an (I , kl, Dt) A -7 B 
merging MI, the measure of fidelity of the protocol applied 
to P is defined 

Fm(p, Mt):= F (MI 0id1ik (¢& 01/!) , ¢i 01/!') ' (2) 

In (2), 1/! is any purification of P on H�k 0 Hk with an 
additional Hilbert space Hk, and 1/!' is a version of the state 
1/! on H�! B 0 Hk. It was shown in [7], that the r.h.s. of the 
equality (2) is independent of the choice of purification. 

Definition 1. A real number Rq is called an achievable 
entanglement cost for A -7 B merging of the AVQS X c 
S(HAB) with classical communication rate Re, if there exists 
a sequence {MdIEN of (l, kl, Dt}-A -7 B-mergings, which 
fulfills the conditions 

1) lim inf Fm(Psl, MI) = 1 1-+00 slESI 
2) lim sup t log kl � Rq 

1-+00 
3) lim sup t log DI � Re· 

1-+00 
The corresponding definition regarding achievable entangle

ment costs for the compound source X can be easily guessed, 
where the first condition in the above definition has to be 
replaced by 

1') lim inf Fm(p�l, MI) = 1. 1-+00 sES 
Definition 2. The A -7 B-one-way merging cost C�� (X) 
of the AVQS X is defined by { Rq is achievable entanglement } 
CAV (X) .=' f R . cost for A -7 B merging of the 

m,-+ . III q' AVQS X with some classical 
communication rate Re E IR 

The A -7 B merging cost for merging of the compound source 
X is defined analogously and denoted Cm,-+(X) [7], [8]. 
Concerning entanglement distillation, we are interested in the 
entanglement gain of one-way LOCC distillation procedures. 

Definition 3. A non-negative number R is an achievable A -7 
B entanglement distillation rate for the AVQS X with classical 
communication rate Re, if there exists a sequence {DdIEN of 
A -7 B Lace channels, each with a representation as given 
in (1) with DI summands, such that the conditions 
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1) lim infslEsl F(Dl(Psl), cPl) = 1 1---+00 
2) lim in£t log sr ( cPl) � R 1---+00 
3) lim sUPf log Dl ::; Rc 

1---+00 
hold, where cPl is a maximally entangled state shared by A 
and B for each l E N. 

Definition 4. The A -7 B entanglement distillation capacity 
for the AVQS X is defined { R is achievable A -7 B dis- } 
D!V (X) := sup R: tillation rate for the AVQS X . 

with some classical rate Rc 
For entanglement distillation again, the definitions in case 

of a compound quantum source can be easily guessed, and we 
denote the one-way entanglement distillation capacity for the 
compound source X by D---+(X). We do not determine optimal 
classical communication rates for entanglement distillation 
here. These are unknown in general even in the case where 
the source is i.i.d. with perfectly known state [10]. 

IY. QUANTUM STATE MERGING FOR COMPOUND 

SOURCES 

In this section, we show existence of A -7 B LOCC 
protocols, which are asymptotically optimal regarding their 
entanglement as well as classical side conununication require
ments, due to the converse results given in [7]. Optimality 
is known from the corresponding converse statement given 
in [7], Section V, where it was shown, that successful one
way merging of a compound source X is not possible with 
asymptotic classical cost smaller than sUPpEX I(A; E, p). 

Theorem 5. Let X c SCHAB) be a set of bipartite states. 
For each 15 > 0, Rq = SUPpEX S(AIB, p) +15 is an achievable 
entanglement cost for A -7 B merging of the compound 
source X with classical communication rate 

Rc = sup I(A; E, p) + 15, 
pEX 

(3) 

where I(A; E, p) = S(PA)+S(AIB, p) is the quantum mutual 
information between the A and E systems of a purification of 
P on a larger system with parties A, B, E. 

Our proof of Theorem 5 has two main ingredients. We 
use slight generalizations of the results from [7], Theorems 
4 and 6 (see [8]) where achievability of the entanglement cost 
sUPpEX S(AIB, p) was shown. However, the protocols used 
there, have classical A -7 B communication requirements 
of at least sUPpEX S(PA) + sUPpEX S(AIB, p) which is, in 
general, strictly greater than the rate given in (3). We show, 
that Rq is achievable with classical communication of rate Rc 
from (3) by combining the protocols from [7] with a suitably 
fine-grained entropy estimating instrument on the A-system. 

Proof of Theorem 5: Let 15 > 0, l E N, d := dim HA and 
assume S := SUPpEX S(AIB, p) - � < 0 (the remaining case 
S � 0 follows by simple modifications). Consider the sequence 
So := 0 < Sl < ... < SN := logd with Si := Si-1 + T), 
1 ::; i < N, and the intervals 10 := [so, Sl] , Ii := (Si-1, Si) ,  

1 < i < N. These generate a decomposition Xl, . . .  , XN of X 
into pairwise disjoint subsets (some may be empty), defined 

(i E [N] ). 

We further define sets Xi := UjEn(i) Xj, where n(i) .

{j E [N] : IJ - i I ::; I}. We construct an entropy estimating 
instrument fP(i)LE[N] C ct(H�I, H�l) by defining 

p(i) := Pi(-)Pi, with Pi := L P)..,l (i E [N] ), 

)":H(X)EI, 

where P)..,! is the projection supported on the invariant sub
space of H�l 

belonging to the representation of 61 labeled 
by Young frame A, and HeX) is the Shannon entropy of the 
probability distribution given by the normalized box-lengths 
A [9]. It can be shown (using the bounds from Theorem 1 in 
[9], which first appeared in [12]), that our definitions imply 
for sufficiently large blocklength I, 

L tr(p(j) ® id1i�l (/Zil)) ::; Tlc2 
jE[N]\n(i) 

(4) 

for each i E [N] and P E Xi with a positive constant C2 = 
C2(T)). Moreover it is known from [7], Theorem 6 (with some 
simple modifications, see [8]), that for each i with Xi i=- 0 
and large enough blocklength, there is a (I, kl' bj i)) - A -7 B 
merging M(i) with 

inf F (p®l M(i)) > 1 _ 2-lc3 
_ m , I -pEX, 

(5) 

with a positive constant C3 > 0, kl � 2-18 and, for each i, 

Define 

� log b?) ::; :�l S(PA) + :�l S(AIB, p) + � (6) 

15 ::; sup I(A; E, p) + - + 3T). (7) 
PEX, 2 

Ml := L Mj i) 0 (p(i) ® id1i�l), 
iE[N] 

and observe, that Ml is an (I, kl' Dl) A -7 B merging with 

1 1 ( N ) 15 
T log Dl = T log L Di ::; sup I(A; E, p ) + - + 3T). 

i=l pEX 2 

Eqns (4), (5) and properties of the merging fidelity imply 

(8) 

with a positive constant C4 for large enough blocklength. Since 
T) and 15 are free to choose, we are done. • 
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V. ONE-WAY ENTANGLEMENT DIS TILLATION FOR AVQS 

The following theorem determines the capacity for A --+ B 
one way entanglement distillation in presence of an AVQS 
generated by a set X of density matrices. As in several coding 
theorems for classical AV channels and sources, the capacity of 
the AV source X equals the capacity of the compound source 
conv( X). Notice, that it makes no difference to consider 
conv( X) instead of its closure since these sets have Hausdorff 
distance zero and the capacity function is continuous (see [8]). 

Theorem 6. Let X C SCHAB) be a set of bipartite states. It 
holds 

D'!V (X) = D--+(conv(X)) 
1 

= lim -max inf D(1)(T®k, T), 
k--+oo k 

T rEconv(X) 

where the maximization is over all instruments with domain 
£(Nx), and for each state (J on a bipartite space Nxy and 
instrument E = {Ej }f=l' we use the definition 

D(1)((J'£) := L Aj((J) Ic(X)Y,o-j) 
Aj(cr): 
Ado 

with Aj ((J) := tr( Ej i8l id1-{y ((J)) and o-j := Aj ((J) -IEj i8l 
id1-{y ((J). 

In the proof of Theorem 6 below, we invoke the ro
bustification technique [2], to generate good entanglement 
distillation schemes for the AVQS X from good protocols for 
the compound source cony X. 

Lemma 7 (Robustification technique, cf. [2] and Theorem 6 
in [3]). Let S be a set with lSI < 00 and l E N. If a function 
f : Sl --+ [0,1] satisfies 

L f(sl)q(SI) ..... q(st) 2: 1 - "( (9) 
slESI 

for each type q of sequences in Sl for some "( E [0,1], then 

Proof of Theorem 6: To show achievability, we first 
prove the assertion of the theorem for the case of a finite 
set X := {PsLES. We show, that each achievable A --+ B en
tanglement distillation rate for the compound source conv(X) 
is also achievable for the AVQS X and use the fact, that 

conv(X) = {pp : Pp = LP(s)ps, P E'13(X)} 
sES 

holds. Assuming, that R is an achievable rate for the com
pound source conv(X), we know, that for each <5 > 0 and 
large enough blocklength t, there is an A --+ B LOCC channel 
Vl, such that for each P E '13(S ) the fidelity is bounded 
F(Vl(P�l), ¢l) 2: 1 - 2-lc5 with a constant C5 > 0 (in the 
proof of Theorem 8 in [7], it was shown, that each achievable 

rate can be achieved by protocols with exponentially decreas
ing error). With f(sl) := Psi, and linearity of the fidelity in 
the first input, we yield 

Lpl(Sl) f(sl) 2: 1- Tlc5 for all P E'13(S). (11) 
sl 

Eq. (11) implies, that the function f satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 7. Let Ua be the (local) unitary channel, which per
mutes the tensor factors in N�k according to the permutation 
(J, i.e. Pa(sl) = Ua (Psi), and f( (J( sl)) = F(Vl 0 Ua (PSi), ¢l). 
Lemma 7 and (11) imply, that 

1 - (l + l)lsl . Tlc5 :s; � L f((J(s
l)) = F(Vl(PsI), ¢t) 

aEl 

holds for each sl, where we defined an A --+ B one-way 
LOCC channel Vl by Vl := (l!)-l LaE61 Vl oUa. From the 
above inequality and the polynomial growth of the function 
(l + 1) lSI for l --+ 00, we infer, that R is an achievable rate 
for one-way entanglement distillation for the AVQS X with 
fidelity going to one exponentially fast. By Theorem 8 in [7] 
(generalized to the case of infinite compound sources in [8]), 
we can choose any rate R 2: 0 with R:S; D--+(conv(X)). 
However, the protocols {Vt}�l we introduced, are not reason
able regarding the classical side communication cost, since A 
has to cOlmnunicate the messages required within application 
of Vl and the choice of permutation (J (out of l! possibilities), 
i.e. the classical communication requirements are not rate
bounded for l --+ 00. However, we can invoke the deran
domization technique from ( [1]) to derive protocols with rate
bounded classical communication (see [8] for details). 
To prove the general case of a not necessary finite or count
able set X, we apply a polytope approximation technique 
similar to the one used in [4]. For simplicity, we assume 
conv(X) n as(N) = 0 (this condition can be removed by 
slight depolarization of the states in the set X). Then, for any 
small enough number T) > 0, we find a polytope Pry, i.e. the 
convex hull of a finite set {Te} eEE of extreme points, such 
that conv(X) C Pry c S(NAB) \ as(NAB)' and 

(12) 

Applying the argument for finite sets given above to Pry, we 
find, for each sufficiently large l, a distillation protocol Vl, 
such that 

(13) 

holds with a maximally entangled state ¢l, such that 

1 1 <5 -llog sr(¢t) 2: -k max inf D(T®k, T) - - . (14) 
T rEP,! 2 

Since Ps can be written as a convex combination of extremal 
points of Pry, (13) implies 

inf F(V(PsI), ¢t) 2: 1 - Tlc5. (15) 
slESI 
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By continuity properties of the function D(1) (see [8] for 
details), and (12) together with a (sufficiently small) choice 
of the parameter 7], it holds 

max inf D(1l( T®k, T) ?: max inf D(1l(p®k, T) _ kb 
T rEP,! T pEconv(X) 2 

which, together with (15) and (14) gives achievability. The 
converse is obvious, since each entanglement distillation pro
tocol Vl which is E-good for the AVQS X is also E-good for 
entanglement generation of conv( X), so that the converse for 
the compound distillation theorem ( [7], Theorem 8) applies . 

• 

V I. QUANTUM STATE MERGING FOR AV QS 

Regarding the task of one-way quantum state merging, the 
close connection between the merging cost of an AV QS X 
and the merging cost of the compound source generated by 
conv(X) breaks down. We demonstrate this by example. 

Example 8. There exists a set X, such that 

C�;-+(X) < Cm,-+(conv(X)). 

Consider the set X := {Ps}�=1 C SCHAB)' N < 00, with 

Ps := (Us 0 Jl.1tB)PI(U; 0 Jl.1tB) (s E [N]) (16) 

with PI E S(1-lAB) such that S(AI B, pd < 0, and unitary 
matrices UI : = Jl.1tA, U2, ... , UN, such that the supports of 
the A marginals of the states in X are pairwise orthogonal. 
We assume dim 1-lA ?: N . supp(pA,d. These definitions also 
imply for each s, s' E [NJ, s i= S' 

PB,s = PB,I, and supp(ps).l supp(Ps,). (17) 

In the following, we show, that for each set constructed in the 
above manner, it holds the relation C�;-+(X) � Cm,-+(X) -
log N for the one-way merging cost. Moreover, each achiev
able entanglement cost can be achieved with classical com
munication rate Rc such that Rc � sup PEconv(X) I(A; E, p) -
log N holds. From the orthogonality conditions (16) follows, 
that there is an instrument fVs}�=1 on A's system, such that 

Vs' (ps) := Vs' 0 id1tB (ps) = bss' PI (18) 

holds for each s E [N]. Since Cm,-+(PI) = S(AI B, pd [11], 
we find for each 15 > 0 and large enough blocklength I, an 
(I, kl, Dl) merging for PI, with 

kl � 2l(S(AIB,PI)H), Dl � 2l(I(A;E,PI)H) (19) 
and Fm (p�l, Md ?: I -Tle (20) 

with a constant c > O. Define Ml := L�=I Usl 0 Ml 0 Vsl, 
with Usl (-) := Usl 0 JI.'110l (-)U*l 0 JI.'1101. It holds TLB S TLB 

Fm(Psl, Ml) 

L F(Usd 0 Ml 0 Vs'l 0 id1t�l (1/!sl), <Pl 01/!:l) 
s'lE[N]l 

L F(Ml0id1t�l(Vs'l(1/!sl))'<Pl0U;'l(1/!:l)) 
sdE[N]l 

_ ®l - le - Fm(PI , Mt) ?: 1-2 . 

for each s
l E [NJl. The first equality above is by linearity of 

the merging fidelity in the merging operation, the second one 
is by invariance of the fidelity under unitary evolutions, the 
third equality is by (18). The last inequality is (20). Ml is an 
(l, kl' Dl)-A -7 B-merging with Dl = Nl . Dl, i.e. 

I 
ylog Dl � I(A; E, pd + log N. (21) 

By properties of the set X, i.e. (16) and (17), and the equality 
S(pp) = L �=IP(S)S(ps) + H(p) which holds for each 

Pp := L �=IP(S)PS' p E �([N]), due to orthogonality of the 
supports of the states, we infer by calculation of the entropies 
and maximization over p 

max S(AIB, pp) = S(AI B, pI) + log N, and pE'l}([N]) 
(22) 

max I(A; E, pp) = I(A; E, pd + 2 log N. pE'l}([N]) 
(23) 

Eqns. (22) and (23) together with (19) and (21), show, that 

Rq = max S (A I B, pp) -log N pE'l}([N]) 
is achievable with asymptotic classical side cOlmnunication at 
rate 

Rc = max I(A; E, pp) -log N. pE'l}([N]) 
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